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Handout 3 for Class 6: Syllables and moras 
 
Alternations motivated by constraints on well-formed syllables. For all of the data sets, we need to 
determine: 
- What is a minimal well-formed syllable? = possible onset, possible coda 
- What is a maximal well-formed syllable? = maximal onset, maximal coda, maximal number of 

moras 
- What is an optimal syllable? That is, what kinds of syllables are created/eliminated by 

phonological processes? 
 
1. Yawelmani/Yowlumne v ~ ø and vowel length (Yokutsan language of California; Zsiga 242, 244) 
 

 
 

 
 

242  PHONOTACTICS AND ALTERNATIONS

suffix is added, however, that creates a sequence of three consonants, which the phonotactics 
of Yowlumne never allow. A high vowel is inserted to break up the sequence: / / 
becomes [ ], fighting. If it happens that the root vowel is both high and round, as in 
/ /, the epenthetic vowel will also undergo rounding harmony: [ ], drinking.

(37) Epenthesis in Yowlumne: CCC –> CVCC

dubitative gerundive imperative gloss
a.
xat-al xat-mi xat-ka eat
xil-al xil-mi xil-ka tangle
bok-ol bok-mi bok-ko find
dub-al dub-mu dub-ka lead by the hand
b.

- - - fight
lihm-al lihim-mi lihim-ka run
logw-ol logiw-mi logiw-ka pulverize

- - - drink

11.4  Yowlumne, also known as Yawelmani, was described by the linguist Stanley Newman in 1944. 
Newman worked with a small group of speakers living in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains of 
northern California. Many sources list the Yowlumne dialect as now extinct, but the Survey of California 
and Other Indian Languages, conducted by linguists at the University of California, Berkeley, identified up 
to two dozen speakers still living in 2011. Yowlumne has an elegant, complex phonology that has often 
been cited in phonological theorizing. (Only a few of the more straightforward aspects are mentioned 
here.) And we nearly missed it!

While vowel epenthesis is most common, consonants and glides can also be epenthetic. In 
Basque (Western Europe), the glide [j] is inserted to break up a sequence of two vowels: 
[mutil-e] the boy, but [ari-j-e], the thread.

(38) Glide epenthesis in Basque:

agin tooth agim bet a tooth agin e the tooth
mutil boy mutil bet a boy mutil e the boy

erri village erri bet a village erri je the village
ari thread ari bet a thread ari je the thread

In English, as shown in example (39), an epenthetic consonant can break up a sequence of 
nasal followed by fricative, so that “prince” and “prints” are homophones.

(39) Consonant epenthesis in English:

[ ] something
[warmpθ] warmth

[ ] tense
[ ] prince
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(41) Deletion in Lardil:

uninflected future UR gloss
puta putaka-r /putaka/ short

- / / termite
murkuni murkinima-r /murkinima/ nullah

- / / axe
- / / dragonfly

Again, Lardil serves as a dramatic warning against assuming that the uninflected form is 
always going to be equivalent to the underlying form.

11.3.8 lengthening and shortening
Sometimes, long segments can become short, and short segments can become long. An 
example of lengthening is found in Komi (related to Finnish, spoken in Northwest Russia). 
In Komi, /l/ deletes in either pre-consonantal or word-final position (42). After the deletion, 
the vowel then lengthens, as though to make up for the loss of the lateral. Such lengthening 
after deletion is known as compensatory lengthening.

(42) Compensatory lengthening in Komi:

-i I heard - to hear
sulal-i I stood sulo:- to stand
vøl-ys from a horse vø: horse
nyl-ys from a daughter ny: daughter

The opposite of compensatory lengthening is closed-syllable shortening. Example (43) 
shows some additional verbs from Yowlumne.

(43) Vowel shortening in Yowlumne:

future dubitative gerundive imperative gloss
a. xat-en xat-al xat-mi xat-ka eat

xil-en xil-al xil-mi xil-ka tangle
bok-en bok-ol bok-mi bok-ko find

b. la:n-en la:n-al lan-mi lan-ka hear
me:k-en me:k-al mek-mi mek-ka swallow
wo:n-en wo:n-ol won-mi won-ko hide

In example (43a) the verb roots have short vowels throughout the paradigm: we assume that 
they are short underlyingly. The alternating roots in example (43b), have underlyingly long 
vowels that surface unchanged before vowel-initial suffixes ([la:n-al]) but shorten before a 
cluster of two consonants ([lan-mi]).

11.3.9 metathesis
Metathesis means “changing places”: two segments switch in order. In the history of English, 
metathesis occurred in r + vowel sequences. The word “horse” used to be [hros], for example, 
and “bird” used to be [bridde]. A contemporary example is found in Hanunoo (the Philip-
pines). First, Hanunoo has a process of medial vowel deletion. The environment for deletion 
is similar to that of its neighbor Tagalog (example 40), but the Hanunoo deletion targets 
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2. Kamba gliding and vowel lengthening (Bantu language of Kenya; Odden 118-121) 
Prefixes preceding consonant-initial stems: 

 
Prefixes preceding vowel-initial stems: 

 
 
3. Maltese – from Handout 1, another look at the il ~ l alternation 
 
4. Hindi schwa ~ ø alternation (K&K, 175) 

 

to V them 
(7) to V to V it (cl 3) (cl 4) to V it (cl 7)

koðukà komóðukà koméðukà kokéðukà ‘churn’
kokaàðà komókaàðà komékaàðà kokékaàðà ‘praise’
koliìndà komóliìndà koméliìndà kokéliìndà ‘cover’
komε̋na̋ komómε̋na̋ komémε̋na̋ kokémε̋na̋ ‘hate’
koñu!à komóñu!à koméñu!à kokéñu!à ‘choose’

When the verb root begins with a vowel, we would predict a sequence
of vowels such as *koasya for ‘to lose.’ Vowel sequences are avoided in
Kamba by the application of the rule of glide formation, according to
which any nonlow vowel becomes a glide before another vowel.

(8) to V to V it (cl 3) to V them (cl 4) to V it (cl 7)
kwa̋a̋sya̋ komwa̋a̋sya̋ komya̋a̋sya̋ ko!a̋a̋sya̋ ‘lose’
kwa̋a̋ka̋ komwa̋a̋ka̋ komya̋a̋ka̋ ko!a̋a̋ka̋ ‘build’
kwaàsà komwa̋àsà komya̋àsà ko!a̋àsà ‘carve’
kőőmba̋ komőőmba̋ komyőőmba̋ ko!őőmba̋ ‘mold’
kookelyà komóokelyà komyóokelyà ko!óokelyà ‘lift’
kűűna̋ koműűna̋ komyűűna̋ ko!űűna̋ ‘fetch’
kuumbekà komúumbekà komyúumbekà ko!úumbekà ‘bury’
kwε̋ε̋nza̋ komwε̋ε̋nza̋ komyε̋ε̋nza̋ ko!ε̋ε̋nza̋ ‘shave’
kwεὲndà komwε̋ὲndà komyε̋ὲndà ko!ε̋ὲndà ‘like’
kwɔ̋ɔ̋na̋ komwɔ̋ɔ̋na̋ komyɔ̋ɔ̋na̋ ko!ɔ̋ɔ̋na̋ ‘see’
kwɔ̋ɔ̋sa̋ komwɔ̋ɔ̋sa̋ komyɔ̋ɔ̋sa̋ ko!ɔ̋ɔ̋sa̋ ‘take’
kwɔ̋ɔ̋!a̋ komwɔ̋ɔ̋!a̋ komyɔ̋ɔ̋!a̋ ko!ɔ̋ɔ̋!a̋ ‘tie’

The glide formation rule can be formalized as (9).

(9) Glide formation
e,o S y,w / V

This rule would be expected to apply to underlying forms such as /ko-
una/ ‘to fetch’ and /ko-omba/ ‘to mold,’ since those forms have an under-
lying sequence of a vowel /o/ followed by another vowel. Applying that
rule would result in *[kwűűna̋] and *[kwőőmba̋], but these are not the
correct forms. We can resolve this problem once we observe that the
glide [w] never appears between a consonant and the two highest round
vowels [u,o] (it can appear before the vowel [ɔ], as seen in [kwɔ̋ɔ̋na̋] ‘to
see’ from /ko-ɔna/).

It does not help to restrict rule (9) so that it does not apply before /o,u/,
since the vowel /e/ does actually undergo glide formation before these
vowels (/ko-me-okelya/ becomes [komyóokelyà] ‘to lift them’ and /ko-mé-
űna̋/ becomes [komyűűna̋] ‘to fetch them’). What seems to be a restriction
on glide formation is highly specific: the round vowel fails to surface as a
glide only if the following vowel is o or u. Furthermore, the round vowel
does not merely fail to become a glide, it actually deletes, so we can’t just
rewrite (9) so that it doesn’t apply before [u,o] since that would give

Interacting processes 103

The stem-initial 
vowel in these exam-
ples becomes long, 
as a side-effect of the
preceding vowel
becoming a glide: 
this is known as 
compensatory 
lengthening.
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which any nonlow vowel becomes a glide before another vowel.
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The glide formation rule can be formalized as (9).

(9) Glide formation
e,o S y,w / V

This rule would be expected to apply to underlying forms such as /ko-
una/ ‘to fetch’ and /ko-omba/ ‘to mold,’ since those forms have an under-
lying sequence of a vowel /o/ followed by another vowel. Applying that
rule would result in *[kwűűna̋] and *[kwőőmba̋], but these are not the
correct forms. We can resolve this problem once we observe that the
glide [w] never appears between a consonant and the two highest round
vowels [u,o] (it can appear before the vowel [ɔ], as seen in [kwɔ̋ɔ̋na̋] ‘to
see’ from /ko-ɔna/).

It does not help to restrict rule (9) so that it does not apply before /o,u/,
since the vowel /e/ does actually undergo glide formation before these
vowels (/ko-me-okelya/ becomes [komyóokelyà] ‘to lift them’ and /ko-mé-
űna̋/ becomes [komyűűna̋] ‘to fetch them’). What seems to be a restriction
on glide formation is highly specific: the round vowel fails to surface as a
glide only if the following vowel is o or u. Furthermore, the round vowel
does not merely fail to become a glide, it actually deletes, so we can’t just
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Exercises 1 7 5 

construction of his internalized grammar. However, as long as the goal 
remained simply the discovery of sound patterns in the corpus, the result-
ing analyses became quite abstract (see the next chapter). This has natur-
ally led many generative phonologists to question the working assumption 
that the kinds of corpus-internal principles discussed in the first part of 
this chapter parallel the principles the child follows in constructing his 
internalized grammar. 

At the present time it is simply too early for us to be able to assert this 
working assumption with much confidence. One can only hope that as the 
various sources of external evidence are studied further, we will one day 
be able to delimit the general range of phonological analyses that are 
within the grasp of the native speaker. If a sufficient number of convincing 
cases can be accumulated validating the corpus-internal procedures, we 
can reasonably claim psychological reality for analyses of languages 
where no such external evidence is available. 

Exercises 

1. Hindi (Bhatia and Kenstowicz 1972). 
a. What are the two possible treatments of the a— 0 alternation? 

Nom. sg. 
kamar 
kusum 
pathik 
sabdk 
ke.sar 
ka : rdk 
su: rat 

Oblique pi. 
kamrö: 
kusumö: 
pathikö: 
sabkö: 
ke.srô: 
ka.rkö: 
su.rtô: 

Agentive 
kamarne: 
kusumne: 
pathikne: 
sabakne: 
ke.sarne: 
ka.rakne: 
su: rat ne: 

Gloss 
'waist' 
'flower' 
'wayfarer' 
'lesson' 
'saffron' 
'case' 
'shape' 

b. How do the following data bear on the choice in a? 

qatl qatlô: qatlne: 'murder' 
swarg swargô: swargne: 'heaven' 
käst kastö: kastne: 'trouble' 
fikr fikrö: fikrne: 'worry' 

c. Adjust your rule to accommodate the following. 

pustak 
ki.rtan 
aksar 
tilasm 
surang 
daraxt 

pustakö: 
ki.rtanö: 
aksarô: 
tilasmô: 
sur angö: 
daraxtö: 

pustakne: 
ki.rtanne: 
aksarne: 
tilasmne: 
surangne: 
daraxt ne: 

'book' 
'song' 
'letter' 
'magic' 
'tunnel' 
'tree' 

d. Some of the following verbs also exhibit the a ~ 0 alternation. A controversial aspect 
of Hindi phonology is whether aspirated consonants (transcribed here as Ch) 


